Recovery of locomotion after ventral and ventrolateral spinal lesions in the cat. I. Deficits and adaptive mechanisms.
The recovery of treadmill locomotion of eight adult cats, subjected to chronic ventral and ventrolateral spinal lesions at low thoracic levels (T11 or T13), preserving at least one dorsolateral funiculus and the dorsal columns, was documented daily using electromyographic (EMG) and kinematic methods. The data show that all cats eventually recovered quadrupedal voluntary locomotion despite extensive damage to important pathways (such as the reticulospinal and the vestibulospinal) as verified by injection of wheat germ agglutinin-horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) caudal to the site of lesion. Initially (in the early period after the spinal lesion), all the cats suffered from pronounced locomotor and postural deficits, and they could not support their hindquarters or walk with their hindlimbs. Gradually, during the recovery period, they regained quadrupedal walking, although their locomotion was wobbly and inconsistent, and they suffered from poor lateral stability. EMG and kinematic data analyses showed a tendency for an increase in the variability of the step cycle duration but no major changes in the step cycle structure or in the intralimb coupling of the joints. However, the homolateral fore- and hindlimb coupling was highly perturbed in cats with the largest lesions. Although the general alternating pattern of extensor and flexors was maintained, there were various changes in the duration and amplitude of the EMG bursts as well as a lack of amplitude modulation during walking uphill or downhill on the treadmill. In cats with larger lesions, the forelimbs also seem to take a greater propulsive role than usual as revealed by a consistent increase of the activity of the triceps. In cats with smaller lesions, these deficits were transient, but, for the most extensively lesioned cats, they were pronounced and lasted long term postlesion even after reaching a more or less stable locomotor behavior (plateau period). It is concluded that recovery of quadrupedal locomotion is possible even after a massive lesion to ventral and ventrolateral quadrants, severing the vestibulospinal pathway and causing severe, although incomplete, damage to the reticulospinal tract. The quick recovery in the less lesioned cats can be attributed to remaining pathways normally implicated in locomotor function. However, in the most extensively lesioned cats, the long period of recovery and the pronounced deficits during the plateau period may indicate that the compensation, attributed to remaining reticulospinal pathways, is not sufficient and that other pathways in the dorsolateral funiculi, such as the corticospinal, can sustain and adapt, up to a certain extent, the voluntary quadrupedal walking.